Reported here is the fabrication of tapered silicon core fibers possessing a nanospike input that facilitates their seamless splicing to conventional single mode fibers. A proofof-concept 30 µm cladding diameter fiber-based device is demonstrated with nano-spike coupling and propagation losses below 4 dB and 2 dB/cm, respectively. Finite-elementmethod-based simulations show that the nano-spike coupling losses could be reduced to below 1 dB by decreasing the cladding diameters down to 10 µm. Such efficient and robust integration of the silicon core fibers with standard fiber devices will help to overcome significant barriers for all-fiber nonlinear photonics and optoelectronics.
Introduction
Over the past decade, the field of silicon photonics has benefitted from significant progress in the development of a wide range of novel waveguide devices, in both planar and fiber form [1] . As a material of choice for the fiber core, leveraging its both electronic and optical properties, silicon is predicted to establish the basis of various nonlinear photonic and optoelectronic devices. To date, two fabrication methods for silicon core optical fibers (SCF) have been developed: (i) molten core fiber drawing [2] and (ii) high pressure assisted microfluidic chemical deposition inside silica capillaries [3] . Of these, the former is the more globally practiced, which now includes several variations on this theme, such as drawing of powder-in-tube-type preforms [4] , reactive aluminum core inside a silica cladding [5] , and glass preforms prepared by sol-gel methods [6] . Several SCF-based devices also have been demonstrated for nonlinear optical and optoelectronics applications such as all-optical modulation [7] , photodetection [8, 9] , and solar cells [10] .
However, before the full potential of SCFs can be realized, there are two key hurdles that must be overcome: (i) reducing their optical transmission losses and (ii) establishing a method for robust integration with standard fiber infrastructure. Investigations of the sources of optical losses in as-drawn SCFs have revealed that material absorption due to impurities, scattering from grain boundaries and density fluctuations in the core make major contributions [11] . Several approaches have been employed to improve the material quality of the as-drawn fibers, such as photo-thermal processing [12], thermal annealing [13] , and laser recrystallization [14] . Linear losses as low as 1 dB/cm have since been reported and are rapidly improving. Comprehensive material and structural characterization of the tapered SCFs has shown that the tapering process can also act to enhance the crystalline quality of the core through increasing the grain sizes [15] and aligning the crystallographic orientation with the fiber axis [16] . In addition, tapering has been utilized to decrease core diameters of asproduced SCFs down to sub-micron scales for dispersion engineering and mode field area reduction in nonlinear optical applications [17] .
Today, a challenging problem hindering the technological exploitation of SCFs is the absence of a robust method for efficient optical coupling into micrometer-sized silicon cores. Free space coupling even with the highest numerical aperture objective lens is not efficient enough to couple light into subwavelength-sized silicon cores due to diffraction limited focusing and high Fresnel reflection at the silicon/air interface. Similar to the nano-tapers commonly used in planar silicon waveguides [18] and photonic crystal waveguides [19] , inverse tapering of an As 2 S 3 (n = 2.4) core inside a silica clad fiber has been utilized to achieve free space optical coupling with a loss of 2 dB [20] and supercontinuum generation [21] . Direct splicing of silica-clad SCFs to conventional single mode fibers (SMFs) has also been demonstrated [9] , and micro-structuring of the silicon core surface via chemical etching before splicing has been proposed to reduce Fresnel reflection [22] . However, these methods still suffer from high losses due to mode field area mismatch, misalignment of the cores, and fragility of the splice joint due to the different thermal properties of the materials.
This paper reports the fabrication of tapered SCFs with nano-spikes that enable efficient optical coupling into the silicon core, as well as their robust integration to SMFs by splicing. A proof-of-concept 30 µm cladding diameter SMF-SCF device is demonstrated. Optical characterization is performed using the cut-back method to measure propagation and spike coupling losses, which are below 2 dB/cm and 4 dB, respectively. Moreover, we investigate the potential of coupling via nano-spikes into micron-sized silicon cores by finite-elementmethod-based simulations, which show that the coupling losses could be reduced to below 1 dB if the cladding diameters are decreased to 10 µm. The nano-spikes are convenient in terms of damage threshold, because high optical power couples into the core gradually over the large-area nano-spike surface rather than abruptly at the flat surface of an interface.
Fabrication and integration
The SCFs used in this work were fabricated using the molten core fiber drawing technique. Fabrication of the preform is detailed in [10] . A thin layer of calcium oxide (CaO) was first coated inside the silica capillary tube to prevent oxygen in-diffusing during the process. This coating, which is a mixture of CaO and SiO2 [23] , also serves as an intermediate index cladding (IIC) and stress-reducing layer. A phosphorus doped silicon rod (0.13-0.145 ohmcm) was then sleeved into the silica tube and was drawn into a fiber using standard fiber drawing process at a temperature of 1950°C, which produced many meters of SCFs with continuous silicon cores as small as 5 μm in diameter. As-drawn SCFs are poly-crystalline, and have high tensile stress due to the large difference in the thermal expansion coefficients of silica and silicon. This tensile stress can be used to create a void gap by melting the core locally with a heat-polishing method based on unidirectional movement of the as-drawn fiber in a hot zone, as shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) . Tapering of the fiber with the void gap is performed by slowly feeding the fiber into the hot zone and pulling it from the other end with a higher pulling speed (see Fig. 1(b) ). Collapsing of the void gap results in a silicon-free region with a CaO/SiO2 core, and a silicon nano-spike at the right end. After cleaving the tapered SCF at the silicon-free region, a tapered SMF can be spliced to this facet, as shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). An integrated fiber device (see Fig. 1 (e)) is finally obtained releasing the tapered SCF after cleaving. In order to fabricate a SMF-SCF device, a glass processing system (Vytran GPX-3400-V4) conventionally employed for SMFs was used for heat-polishing, tapering, and splicing. An as-drawn SCF with clad/core diameter of 144/5.5 µm was first loaded under 30 g tension on two motorized stages and heat-polished by moving the fiber over a 3 mm range at a rate of 1 mm/s, inside a 2 mm wide electrically heated (55 W) graphite filament (V4) at a temperature slightly above the melting point of silicon (T m = 1414°C). A ~150 µm long void gap was created in the silicon core, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , due to release of the built-in tensile stress. An IIC layer can be seen as a darker annular region around the void core for a SCF cleaved at the gap, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The IIC layer is assumed to have a refractive index of 1.6, i.e., average of CaO and SiO 2 . The thickness of the IIC layer is around 1.25 µm. After the formation of a void gap in the core, the SCF was directly tapered with a ratio of 144:30 to form a 15 mm long waist region between two 10 mm long transition regions. The power (68 W) applied to the heating element in the glass processing system was adjusted such that the resultant temperature exceeded the softening point of the silica. In this case, tapering of the SCF collapsed the IIC layer surrounding the void gap forming a CaO/SiO 2 core in the center of the 30 µm waist and creating a sharp silicon nano-spike, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . The nano-spike was encapsulated by the IIC layer, which is estimated to be around 260 nm in thickness given the tapering ratios. The tapered SCF was then cleaved to obtain a facet that was clean and flat, as shown in Fig. 2(d) , at a point 2 mm away from the nano-spike to protect it from high temperatures during the subsequent splicing of the tapered SCF with an adiabatically tapered SMF. The SMF was tapered so that the core guided mode transitioned into the cladding guided mode propagating within the waist region, which had almost the same diameter as the tapered SCF. Splicing of the tapered SCF to the tapered SMF (see Fig.  2 (e)) was achieved by applying a heating power of 63 W over 7 seconds. Finally, the tapered SCF was cleaved again on the other end, releasing a device with a 1.1/30 µm core/cladding diameter SCF of 12 mm length and a 200 µm long nano-spike, as measured via optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) following HF etching of the silica cladding. A larger cladding diameter SCF can be fabricated with a nano-spike by using the same method, however, careful consideration must be applied to avoid compromising the coupling efficiency.
Simulations
FEM-based simulations were used to calculate optical coupling losses of the nano-spike for different cladding diameters (D = 10-30 µm) and IIC layer thicknesses (h = 0-400 nm) at λ = 1550 nm, using COMSOL software. The nano-spike starts from 5 nm in diameter and widens to a core diameter of 1 µm at the end of the transition length of 200 µm. A section of fiber with a CaO/SiO2 core was placed before the nano-spike and a silicon core was placed after, both of which had a constant diameter and a length of 50 µm. Material absorption was assumed to be zero to investigate only the effects of dimension change on coupling losses. For the initial case where the IIC layer thickness was taken as h = 0 nm, optical coupling from the cladding guided fundamental mode of a tapered SMF to the fundamental mode of a SCF via the silicon nano-spike was simulated to estimate spike coupling losses for different silica cladding diameters D. For IIC layer thicknesses h > 0 nm, a spike encapsulating layer with a refractive index of 1.6 was used to calculate coupling losses from the fundamental mode of a CaO/SiO 2 core (n = 1.6, r = h) to the fundamental mode of a SCF. The spike coupling loss was calculated to be 0.35 dB for a SCF with a cladding diameter of 10 µm and a core diameter of 1 µm. The profile of the electric field strength through the fiber is shown in Fig. 3(a) for these parameters. Presence of the IIC layer improves optical coupling to the high index (n = 3.48) silicon nano-taper, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . However, in addition to the nanospike coupling losses, mode conversion losses between the tapered SMF and the CaO/SiO 2 core fiber at the splicing point can also increase up to 3 dB for thicker IIC layers (h ≥ 300 nm). Nevertheless, both of the coupling and mode conversion losses can be reduced to below 1 dB by decreasing the silica cladding diameter D below10 µm and the IIC layer thickness h below 100 nm. With the numerical parameters set to those of our experimental SMF-SCF device, the nano-spike coupling loss and the mode conversion loss at the splice point are calculated to be 3.9 dB and 1.25 dB, respectively. For the mode conversion loss calculation, all parts of the device, i.e., SMF, CaO/SiO2 section and Si nano-spike, were taken into account. Previously, coupling of a tapered SMF to a planar Si waveguide with an inverse nano-taper was demonstrated with coupling losses below 1 dB for both TM-and TE-like modes at λ = 1550 nm [18] , using a silica cladding width of 2 µm. SCFs can potentially achieve similar low coupling losses with less fabrication complexity, but higher robustness.
Optical characterizations
Optical characterization of the SMF-SCF device is schematically shown in Fig. 4(a) . The SMF-SCF device under test was connected to an infrared continuous-wave (CW) laser (Tunics T100S-HP) with a fiber coupled output of 1mW at λ = 1550 nm and a 63x objective lens with a NA of 0.85 to collect the output power from the cleaved facet. The output mode is a superposition of cladding guided and core guided modes as can be seen from the image in Fig. 4(b) , taken by an IR camera (Micronviewer 7290a). The simulated power profile of the output mode for the device is also shown in Fig. 4(c) . A pinhole was used to filter the cladding mode so that only the core mode remained for the power measurement. The output mode profiles measured by a beam profiler (Spiricon) before and after spatial filtering are shown in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e), respectively. The power was measured at 5 different cut-back positions along the device as shown in the inset of Fig. 4(f) . Initially, the total transmitted power was 330 µW. After spatial filtering, the power of the core guided mode was measured to be 118 µW at position a, which corresponds to a total loss of 9.2 dB. A linear fit to the cut-back data was used to calculate a propagation loss of 1.66 ± 0.54 dB/cm, which is slightly lower than our previously reported loss of 2 dB/cm for SCFs [15] . The uncertainty in the measurements occurs due to the slight changes in the angle of cleaving, the surface quality, and the output coupling condition. At each cut-back position, we have also observed a ~5% variation in the core diameter (1.1 µm), which is in the resolution limit of the optical microscopy. The losses due to these variations are included in the total loss. After the nano-spike was removed at position e, a loss of 2 dB was measured, which includes fiber connector loss, SMF tapering loss, and the mode conversion loss at the splicing point (estimated to be 1.25 dB from the simulations). The estimated loss of the device (7 dB) at the nano-spike input was determined from the y-intercept of the linear fit. The difference between this estimated loss at position e* and the measured loss at position e gives a total coupling loss of ~5 dB at the nano-spike, which includes the nano-spike coupling loss as well as an extra loss due to the change of interface from Si-air (~1.5 dB) to CaO/SiO2-air (~0.2 dB) at the position e. Accounting for this extra loss, the nano-spike coupling loss was estimated to be ~3.7 dB, which is in accordance with the simulated value of 3.9 dB. Both of the nano-spike coupling and mode conversion losses could be reduced to below 1 dB by decreasing the silica cladding diameters (D ≤ 10 µm) and the thickness of the IIC layer (h ≤ 100 nm), respectively. Further improvement in material quality of the tapered SCFs similar to the results [12] [13] [14] , can mitigate propagation losses below 1 dB/cm. Formation of the nanospikes in the core of silica fibers can also be achieved with other semiconductors such as germanium [24] or glasses with melting temperatures lower than the softening point of silica.
Conclusion
Reported here was the fabrication of tapered SCFs with nano-spikes and their robust integration with SMFs by splicing. Loss measurements have revealed the propagation and nano-spike coupling losses for our 30 µm cladding diameter device to be below 2 dB/cm and 4 dB, respectively. Theoretical nano-spike coupling losses are below 1 dB for cladding diameters D ≤ 10 µm. Seamless integration of SMFs and SCFs can pave the way for photonic and optoelectronic devices such as SCF Raman amplifiers and fiber photodetectors.
